In this letter we present an efficient gap-independent cooling scheme for a quantum annealer that benefits from finite temperatures. We choose a system based on superconducting flux qubits as a prominent example of current quantum annealing platforms. We propose coupling the qubit system transversely to a coplanar waveguide to counter noise and heating that arise from always-present longitudinal thermal noise. We provide a schematic circuit layout for the system and show how, for feasible coupling strengths, we achieve global performance enhancements. Specifically, we achieve cooling improvements of about 50% in the adiabatic and a few hundred percent in the non-adiabatic regime, respectively.
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Introduction.-Adiabatic Quantum Computation [1] (AQC) is a promising alternative to the quantum circuit model of computation [2] . The first idea of using adiabatic evolution for solving computational problems appeared in [3] where adiabaticity is used to solve classical combinatorial problems, and was referred to as quantum stochastic optimization. Later on [4] the term Quantum Annealing (QA) was introduced. It essentially describes a quantum extension of the classical simulated annealing algorithm [5] , and can natively be implemented in the instruction set of an AQC platform [6] . Similar ideas arose and created terminology such as quantum adiabatic algorithms [7] and adiabatic quantum optimization [8] . When the term AQC first appeared [9] it was solely focused on optimization but has extended its scope to become an alternate approach to the circuit model over the last years.
Essentially, in order to solve certain problems using AQC one needs to encode the solution to a given problem in the ground state of a Hamiltonian H 1 [1] . For hard practical problems, this ground state is generally prohibitively slow to reach. Hence, one constructs a Hamiltonian H(s) = (1 − s)H 0 + sH 1 with a fully characterized Hamiltonian H 0 and a parameter s ∈ [0, 1] which represents normalized time. At the beginning of the computation (s = 0) the system H(0) will be prepared in the easily accessible ground state of H 0 . Adiabatically changing s from 0 to 1 ensures that the Hamiltonian H(s) will remain in its ground state, and hence, at s = 1, one can extract the sought ground state of H 1 . This approach to quantum computation has been shown [10] to be conceptually as powerful as the quantum circuit model. There are various advantages that make AQC/QA appealing, such as an increased robustness against decoherence [11] and simpler control. Another downside of the quantum circuit model is the effect of finite temperatures: Generally, one wants to operate at the lowest possible temperature in order to reduce harmful effects originating in non-unitary dynamics [12] . In the context of AQC/QA, however, a thermal environment is expected to be actually helpful [13, 14] . * luk@lusi.uni-sb.de Nevertheless, there are some downsides that need to be considered when implementing AQC/QA: Perfectly adiabatic sweeps require infinite time. Since, in numerics and experiments, sweep lengths are inevitably finite, there will always be diabatic errors [15] , as can be seen from studies of avoided crossings by means of of LandauZener (LZ) physics [16, 17] . Moreover, although there is evidence for thermally assisted AQC (TA-AQC), it remains a general question how thermal excitations of states close to the ground state can be avoided and/or be reverted efficiently. Since the spectral gap ∆ between the ground state and the next higher state is generally unknown [12] it remains an important task to find efficient cooling schemes that are independent of ∆. There exist cooling schemes such as Sisyphos cooling [18] and evaporative cooling [19] which require knowledge about the energy gap.
In this letter we present a cooling scheme that is independent of the energy gap ∆. Without loss of generality we focus on an annealing platform based on superconducting flux qubits [20] and restrict our analysis to the dynamics of dissipative Landau-Zener system. We provide a schematic circuit diagram and a set of quantum master equations that accurately describe the associated spin-boson dynamics of the driven dissipative LandauZener system, showing that gap-indendent cooling can be achieved by coupling the qubit transversely to an ohmic environment, in addition to always-present longitudinal thermal noise. Since the effect of the additional transverse coupling can be understood as supplementing the quantum annealing procedure with additional classical annealing, we call the proposed scheme Hybrid QuantumClassical Annealing (HQCA).
Model & Equations of motion.
-As a toy model we restrict ourselves to a dissipative Landau-Zener problem, governed by a spin-boson model [21] . The bare system Hamiltonian H Q (t) features a generally time-dependent drive (t) and a constant tunneling amplitude ∆, i.e.
where the σ j denote the Pauli matrices. In the simplest non loss of generality we will assume 0 = 0 in the remainder of this letter and let the sweep take place within the time interval [−t 0 , t 0 ] with t 0 chosen such that the initial energy splitting is large compared to the gap, i.e. vt 0 = 80∆. This serves as a proper toy model, especially if the two eigenstates can be mapped to well-isolated adiabatic states of a larger system. In fact, a system that features such an isolated small gap has been engineered and analyzed with respect to the influence of (thermal) noise [22] . The full Hamiltonian of our system is given by the bare qubit H Q , the heat bath H B and the qubitenvironment coupling terms H QB . We model each heat bath as harmonic oscillators and assume that there are both X-and Z-couplings present, which we will refer to as transverse and longitudinal, respectively. The respective Hamiltonians is then given by
Based on previous ideas and experiments [23] [24] [25] [26] we propose a cooling scheme via an additional σ x coupling by using a coplanar waveguide (CPW) as an environment, as shown in Fig. 1 . The coupling strength to the qubit can be controlled by modifying the distance d between CPW and qubit. In order to derive an analytic set of equations of motions for the qubit subsystem, we follow the core idea of the standard Bloch-Redfield formalism [27] . An adequate model to describe the physics of AQC/QA is the spin-boson model [21] , which properly characterizes the coupling of some quantum system with an external environment. In order to obtain analytic expressions for the equations of motion in case of generic time-dependent Hamiltonians we apply an appropriate formulation [28, 29] of the Bloch-Redfield theory. Following Refs. [14, 28] we transform to a frame defined by the time-dependent rotation R(t) = exp (iφ(t)σ y /2) and denote operators in that frame with a tilde, i.e.
Since the transformation is timedependent the qubit Hamiltonian acquires an additional inertial term, which can be related to non-stoquastic interactions in a multi-qubit scenario [30] , so that the Landau-Zener Hamiltonian in the rotating frame reads
where we use the mixing angle φ(t) = atan( (t)/∆) and the instantaneous energy splitting E(t) = ∆ 2 + 2 (t). For later use we defineH 0 (t) ≡ −E(t)σ x /2. Analogously, the qubit-environment coupling becomes
withσ ν (t) being the Pauli matrices in the rotating frame. By introducing the weights f 1 (t) = sin(φ(t)) and f 2 (t) = cos(φ(t)) we can express the rotating-frame-matrices as
respectively. In order to provide closed analytical expressions for the equations of motion, one employs standard Markovian approximations and an additional adiabaticMarkovian approximation [28] (AMA). The latter is inevitable to deal with the interaction picture transformation needed to carry out the time-dependent BlochRedfield formalism. For a detailed derivation, please see Appendix A. The AMA features two important parts: (i) the memory time of the bath τ mem is assumed to be much smaller than any system time scale and (ii) the drive (t) approximately acts on time scales much larger than τ mem so that it has no significant contribution to the rates. This, in turn, allows to derive the Bloch equations for the density matrixρ Q (t) = (1 + n r n (t)σ n )/2 associated to the qubit subsystem (3). The Bloch vector (r x , r y , r z ) is determined by the set of quantum master equations (QME)
Here, we use the shorthand notation E t ≡ E(t),r x ≡ tanh (βE t /2) and defined the set of rates
that depend on the spectral densities J ν (ω) of the respective environments. Relaxation is encoded in γ r , while γ d and γ zx,xz describe pure dephasing and cross-dephasing, respectively. We stress that the Bloch-type equations (A17) are based on a proper treatment of external drives. The performed AMA might suggest that the QME are 
FIG. 2. (a)
Final ground state population pG as a function of the sweep velocity v for a σz-only coupling with coupling strength αz = 5 · 10 −3 at different temperatures. Clearly, even for small velocities and small temperatures, a significant amount of population is lost into the excited state owing to heating. (b) Relative improvement of pG compared to the data in (a) if an additional CPW is used as an additional σx heat bath with coupling strength αx = αz, i.e. we plot (p
G where the superscript indicates the type of couplings in the system. In the adiabatic regime we find improvements of about 50% while the cooling effect in the non-adiabatic regime is even more pronounced with gains of a few hundred percent. Generally, the gain increases with temperature -indicating proper TA-AQC.
only valid inside the adiabatic regime, i.e. when v ∆ 2 . However, even for non-adiabatic drives they are still a good approximation. This has been verified numerically for a similar Hamiltonian in Ref. [14] by comparing the numerical solutions of their equivalent of Eqs.(A17) to a numerically exact solution obtained via the path integral based method QUAPI [31] . Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the assumptions that lead to the QME in terms of different time scales has been carried out in Ref. [29] .
Environmental engineering.-In our analysis we restrict ourselves to the case of ohmic heat baths [32, 33] . That is, the spectral densities J ν (ω) depend linearly on ω. However, this model is only valid up to some highfrequency cutoff ω c,ν . For our purpose, we choose to work with an exponential cutoff at frequencies ω c,ν = 10∆ whereby the exact numerical value has an irrelevant impact on the quality of our results. Different coupling strengths are modeled by the parameter α ν , so that the spectral density is eventually given by J ν (ω) = α ν ωe −ω/ωc,ν . With this explicit form of J(ω) we compute the limit lim ω→0n (ω)J ν (ω) needed in Eqs. (6) to be equal to α ν /β. We simulate the QME (A17) with initial conditions set up such that the system will always start in the exact ground state of Hamiltonian (3). We use the final ground state population p G after a full LandauZener sweep as our figure of merit to evaluate cooling effects.
In Fig. 2(a) we depict the dependence of p G on the sweep velocity v, temperature T and for a pure σ z coupling with α z = 5 · 10 −3 . As one expects, thermal excitations heat the system significantly, leading to significant population loss compared to coherent dynamics. If temperatures are not too high, i.e. k B T 5∆, there is a locally optimal velocity v 0 at which the sum of diabatic errors due to finite sweep length and thermal excitations are minimized [34] . However, since both, v 0 and p G (v 0 ), strongly depend on α z and temperature, sweeping with velocity v 0 would be a tradeoff which still features poor performance. Instead, we deduce from Fig. 2(b) that an additional CPW coupled via σ x with α x = α z generally performs significantly better compared to the situation with only longitudinal thermal noise. The relative gain is defined as (p
G where the superscript indicates the type of couplings in the system. Moreover, we find that -except for a small subset of velocities -higher temperatures lead to better results than low-temperature simulations. We therefore argue that an additional transversely coupled heat bath not only reduces heating -it also properly demonstrates TA-AQC [13] : the benefit of a thermal environment during open system dynamics. We observe this effect even for α z > α x , remarking that it is slightly attenuated compared to the situation α z ≤ α x . Aside, we remark that the results for higher temperatures serve as a mock-up for small energy gaps.
In case of pure thermal noise (σ z ), we only observe negligible TA-AQC for reasonable values of α z in the non-adiabatic regime. Nevertheless, for α z O(0.01), we find appreciable indications for TA-AQC even without an additional CPW. A detailed numerical study of how the final ground state population depends on α x and α z for fixed temperature k B T = 5∆ and fixed velocity v = 0.5∆ 2 is depicted in Fig. 3(a) . Comparing to the behavior of p G (α z ) as shown in Fig. 3(b) the advantage of an additional σ x heat bath becomes apparent: as soon as even a small coupling α x is present, pronounced relaxation after sweeping through the avoided crossing leads to significant cooling of the system. This is apparent from Eq.(6a): Contributions to the relaxation rate γ r are nonnegative so that additional transverse coupling amplifies relaxation processes.
Based on the concept of frustrated decoherence [23, 24] one might suspect that excitations into the excited state are effectively blocked due to the non-commutativity of σ x and σ z . However, we do not observe such quantum effects (which are similar to the Zeno blockade [35] ) and attribute the efficiency of the cooling scheme solely to enhanced relaxation effects, as illustrated in Appendix B. Hence, the general quantum annealing process is supported by relaxation processes at finite temperatures that must be smaller than E(t) well outside the avoided crossing regime; which is similar to the classical simulated annealing [5] algorithm. We therefore refer to our method as Hybrid Quantum-Classical Annealing (HQCA).
If the transverse coupling exceeds α x 5 · 10 −3 , roughly all population has relaxed back to the ground state by the end of the sweep -irrespective of α z . The value α z,0 where the curve p G (α z ) reaches its minimum decreases with increasing temperature. Note that the non-monotonic behavior of p G (α z ) that is shown in Fig. 3(b) can be explained using a key result of Ref. [36] , where the authors show how dissipative dynamics merge into semiclassical dynamics if the associated rates exceed a certain temperature-dependent value. In that case, the final ground state population will be approximately given by the result of coherent dynamics -which can be estimated via the Landau-Zener formula [16, 17] 
2 /(2v) . For the parameters in Fig. 3 this corresponds to a semiclassical limit of about 0.95, which is in good agreement to the curve in Fig. 3(b) for α z ∼ 1.
Conclusion.-In conclusion, we presented a gapindependent cooling scheme for a quantum system affected by σ z noise. Our method generally increases the ground state population after sweeping through an avoided crossing at finite temperatures, owing to enhanced relaxation processes induced by an additional transversely coupled heat bath in form of a coplanar waveguide. We find numerical evidence for significant effects of thermally assisted quantum annealing, and numerically demonstrated that the proposed cooling scheme improves ground state populations by up to a few hundred percent. Thereby we developed a method that has potential to improve the quality of current quantum annealing devices. Recall that parameters are independent of the energy gap, so that the cooling scheme is intrinsically robust against fluctuations of the energy gap.
For further details on the derivation of the QME (A17) and numerical details that illustrate enhanced relaxation we refer the reader to appendices A and B, respectively. 
